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EXPLICIT TRANSITIVE AUTOMORPHISMS OF

THE CLOSED UNIT SQUARE

XIAO-QUAN XU

(Communicated by Dennis Burke)

Abstract. We construct transitive automorphisms of the closed unit square.

In [2], Oxtoby has made the following statement: "An explicit example of

a transitive automorphism of the plane was given by Besicovitch, but it is not

easy to exhibit one for the closed unit square ■ • • . The existence of such trans-

formations was first established by the category method". In this note, based

on Besicovitch's transitive transformations of the plane, we will construct some

transitive automorphisms of the closed unit square 7 .

Let S he any Besicovitch transitive transformation of the plane [1],

„.     ;>, f(ip)    i((/>+2n8)
S(re   ) - re      e

where / is any continuous function with period 2n satisfying the two following

conditions:

(1) f¡*f(<p)d<p = 0
(2) For every S G R and every positive integer n, the function

F(cp, ô, n) — Y^"~0 f(<p + jö) is constant in no interval of values of

cp.

® = 8(fi) is some irrational number in (0, 1) [1].

Let D = {(x,y)GR2:x2 + y2 < 1}. Define H:D^D,

Tji     '<P\ re i((P+2ti8) f. . r. «
77(re   ) =-W~\e '        0<r<l,     \)<cp<2n.

1 - r + renip'

2 — 1 2 2
For every homeomorphism 0:7  —* D , let T = 0     o77oO:7  —»7  . Then

F is a transitive automorphism of the closed unit square.

In fact, GAntD^ R2,

G(rev) = -i-^-e9 ,        0<r<l,     0<^<2ti
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is a homeomorphism; therefore,   G~   o S o G:\ntD —> Int 7) is a transitive

transformation of Int D. By calculation we know

f{f)
G~XoSoG(rei,p) =---j-r1^2^ .

l-r + re/(p)

So 77: D —* D isa transitive transformation of D . Whence T - <P~ ' o 77 o O :

7  —> 7   is a transitive transformation of 7  .
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